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*The following discussion took place on our OEF e-mail list 

Greetings--                                                                                             

When I come to this Lenten season of reflection I find   myself   

focusing on the need for single-mindedness. There are many 

forces at work to distract, to shred our souls, the internet and so 

forth. What can I do to develop a focus on the heart of God? This 

is my Lenten challenge. 

What is yours?                                                                                               

David I.W. Delacroix, OEF  

************************************************************

I feel the Spirit asking me to seek to identify more closely with 

those who find themselves enslaved...whether via addiction or 

sex trafficking. I feel that God has asked me, "Will you lay down 

your rights for the sake of these?" Will you serve selflessly the 

Christ you see in others? Will you defer to the Beloved?                                                                    

I seek your prayers as I discern exactly what these things may 

look like...blessings to ye all!  

Your little sis,                                                                                   

Paula Clare, OEF 

************************************************************ 

I believe I find myself being called to greater stillness. Recently I 

heard this prayer from a 1948 journal entry by Thomas Merton: 

“Good     Shepherd, You have a wild and crazy sheep in love with 

thorns and brambles. But please don’t get tired of looking for me! 

I know You won’t. For You have found me. All I have to do is stay 

found.” From that, I got this image:                                                                                            

 A sheep is caught in a thicket of brambles. They hold it 

tightly by its wool, and the thorns prick its skin. It bleats and 

struggles, but the more it struggles, the more tightly it is caught.  

     (Continued on page 2) 
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*********************************************                                                             

Last year I was blessed with a sermon by Rev. 

Garfield Jacobs of the St. Michael and All Angels 

Anglican Church in Pretoria.  Rev. Jacobs       

challenged the congregation to not give up     

something for lent, but instead commit to do a act 

of compassion for Lent, an act that you would not 

normally do or find  uncomfortable.   

He stated don't think big in a worldly way, pick a 

simple act.  Something as simple as praying for 

individual each day during lent.  Letting this   

person know you are thinking of them and     

praying for them. 

May  your Lent be a period of Godly sorrow 

blessed with spiritual joy, a season of repentance 

and mercy.  

Peter Wallis, postulant 

**********************************************

My focus this Lent is to purge myself of things!  I 

have boxes of "stuff" that came with me when I 

moved 8 years ago, and have not been opened 

since!   

                                                                                   

I have reorganized the basement, gotten rid of a 

lot of my dad's junk (Dad has been gone 8 years, 

as well) and organized the rest.  My junk is next!   

                                                                                 

Peace,                                                                         

Sister Chris, OEF 

********************************************** 

                                            (Continued on page 3) 

The Shepherd comes. He strokes the sheep’s head 

and neck and back, caresses it and says, “Shh.  

Keep still. Let me help you.”   As long as the 

sheep keeps still, the Shepherd can work,        

methodically and steadily untangling it. The 

Shepherd’s own hands get scratched and pricked 

and bleed. But slowly the sheep—as long as it 

keeps still!—is disentangled and set free, until 

finally it is able to walk loose behind the      

Shepherd, and be fully its free sheep self.           

So my watchword for Lent is, "Keep still, don’t   

flounder and struggle. Keep still, and let the 

Lord work." My freedom from the things that 

entangle me, that hinder me from what God is 

calling me to be and to do, will come from 

greater stillness. 

Peace and blessing,                                                

David Rensberger, Associate  

********************************************* 

I find at this time of year that I fluctuate        

between being energized by the additional    

worship, the great scriptures for preaching, the 

anticipation of Holy Week, and  feeling tired, 

dried out and used up (not unlike Ezekiel's Dry 

Bones) .                                        

So I long for an experience of Lent that goes 

deeper than leading others through it. I seek 

peace and stillness and try to let go of             

distraction.  The ashes have washed off, but I 

trust that the name of God is still on me!       

 Peace,                                                                

John Michael, OEF  

Lenten Examin… continued 
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I love the season of Lent.  It is my favorite of all 

the liturgical seasons.   This year what  came to 

me --is to pray with, be still with, fast with,  and 

mediate with Judas and Jesus, the betrayer and 

the betrayed, the sin and the forgiveness---                                                  

We don’t know much about Judas except he was 

the great betrayer of Jesus.  Jesus forgives him, 

but he obviously could not forgive himself.   And I 

too, along with many other Christians, have 

never really forgiven him---I mean, after all how 

could he betray Jesus---his friend, his companion, 

---certainly he knew how good he was, even if he 

couldn’t really wrap his mind around the whole 

Son of God issue---he certainly knew Jesus to be 

a healer, a prophet, a rabbi, a friend....Jesus        

deserved his love and loyalty but instead he 

chooses to betray him.  And Jesus forgives him, 

but few others really do.  (And let’s not forget  

Peter's own betrayal by denial)                                                                              

So this Lent I will focus on the forgiveness of 

what I do consider the worst, unspeakable of all 

sins-- betrayal. I hope that my prayers and   

meditations will lead me along with Jesus to a 

deeper sense of forgiveness for those who have 

betrayed me or those who I love dearly.      

Peace,                                                                         

Lorraine , OEF 

*********************************************

After creating a set of therapeutic groups for my 

clients using meditation to overcome trauma, I 

have begun work on a similar set using              

non-violent communication to overcome           

loneliness and anxiety.                                            

I am finding it appropriate for Lent that         

connection and communication begin with silence 

and  listening!                                                                          

Your little sister,                                                 

Sharon, n/OEF 

********************************************* 

 

And my "thing" this Lent is to focus on the    

readings we had in the Episcopal Church on Ash 

Wednesday:                                                       

—Isaiah 58: 1-12: The acceptable fast: "...Is not 

this the fast that I choose: to loose the bonds of         

injustice.." ;                                                              

—2 Corinthians 5:20b-6:10: "...See, now is the 

acceptable time; see, now is the day of               

salvation...";                                                                    

—Matthew 6:1-6, 6-21: "...And whenever you 

fast...put oil on your head and wash your face, so 

that your fasting may be seen not by others but 

by your Father who is in secret..."                                                                 

Now is the acceptable time to  perform the       

acceptable fast!  Amen!  How do I ‘loose the bonds 

of injustice,’ within my soul, within my           

community?  And Jesus is saying do it all in     

secret!                                       

One of the major messages I received while on 

the silent retreat that I took in the desert two 

years ago was:  "You are to bind some things 

tightly; others loosely; yet others not at all, and 

let them go."  This message has been deep in me 

ever since, but Isaiah: 58 reminds me of it even 

more.                                     

Peace,                                                                      

Br. Bruce James, OEF 

*********************************************                                                             
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Giovanni di Pietro di Bernardone and Samuel 

Stokes, Jr. had a number of common factors 

in their lives even though over seven hundred 

years  separated them in time.  They both 

came from affluent families with driven,      

successful businessmen fathers; they both 

had loving, supportive mothers; they both felt 

a call to work among the poorest of the poor; 

they both answered the universal Gospel as 

their vocation.   

 

In his early twenties, Samuel Stokes, Jr. left a 

comfortable home in Philadelphia to work in a 

leper community in Northern India.  In his 

early nursing mission he wrote to his mother 

to have her send some books on Francis of  

Assisi.  The path he wanted to follow was 

closer to the Franciscan ideal of service than 

to the existing missionary ideal.  Within a year 

of his arrival he had begun contemplating a 

life of “poverty and absolute renunciation—a 

selfless, Christ-like life lived simply in the    

service of others which could bring him closer 

to the people among whom he was working 

and be of greater help to them.  He spoke of 

having seen with ‘convincing clearness’ a    

vision of Jesus Christ ‘toil worn and          

travel-stained, trudging on foot along an      

Indian high-road” (from granddaughter Asha 

Sharma’s An American in Ghandi’s India, pp 

18-19) 

  

About November 1907, Samuel Stokes recorded 

an event involving a call to nurse those who 

were    suffering from smallpox in a rough 

‘clinic’ outside the city of Karachi (in what is 

now Pakistan).  As soon as he moved near the 

booth of one victim, an awful stench hit him 

which was so heavy and foul that it was hard to 

breathe.  In the booth was “a boy with his head 

covered by a blanket.”  Samuel lifted the blanket 

and a great swarm of flies rose up.  He was 

“sickened so much that he almost fainted.  The 

boy’s skin was in a horrible state and it was    

difficult to recognize the pus-covered shape as 

a human face.  The boy arrived at their camp 

from afar five days earlier.  He had developed 

the most virulent form of confluent smallpox.  In 

his delirium he further injured himself by      

bursting the (smallpox) pustules.  His face was 

nearly to pieces and his mouth was little more 

than a bloody hole in his face.  He was only half-

conscious and unable to do more than feebly 

moan and wave his hands about in a pathetic  

attempt to ward off the flies.  He was dressed in 

the same tight-sleeved flannel jacket in which 

he had been brought in.  No one had taken the   

trouble to remove it and as his arms had 

swelled, the sleeves got tighter hindering the 

circulation of blood.”  The first thing Stokes did 

was to rip  off the sleeves.  He decided to stay 

back to look after him.      

 

“For the next ten days he took care of the boy, 

nursing him, cleaning his sores, keeping the 

flies away from his infested body, and assisting 

him with the bedpan.  As the disease               

progressed, the boy lost his eyesight and be-

came incoherent.  After a few days, gangrene  

 

   (continued on page 5)       

 

Samuel Evans Stokes: An Early Ecumenical Franciscan 
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set in on his arms and the stench in the room 

was so overpowering that even the doctor, 

standing as he did outside the room, was   

constrained to keep a  handkerchief over his 

nose.  But Stokes continued to be with the boy 

throughout, sleeping on a mat on the floor   

beside his bed.  Despite his efforts he was   

unable to save the boy’s life. 

 

Samuel Stokes Wrote about the last few       

moments of the boy’s life:  “About half an hour 

before the end he seemed to regain all of his 

faculties.  He called me to him and told me to 

put my head down close to his ear.  I did so 

and he tried to put his torn hands about my 

neck.  For a moment I resisted, feeling that to 

put my face right over his own and breathe his 

breath and have his gangrenous arms about 

my bare neck would be wrong.  But I think God 

put it into my heart that it was all right; at any 

rate, I felt that I should let him do it, so when 

again I found his hands closing around my 

neck I put my face down by his and let him 

clasp me to him for as long as he desired.       

He kept whispering in my ear and I kept      

talking to him an comforting him.  The end was 

very quiet.  I was sitting beside him on the bed 

when suddenly he turned over on his side, 

opened his sightless eyes, and seemed to be 

free from pain.  His face became quiet and 

peaceful in expression, his breathing gentle  

and regular; then in a moment, he was gone.” 

 

Shortly after this heartrending experience, 

Samuel approached others (both Indian and 

European) who might be interested in               

establishing an ecumenical Franciscan work 

among the poor.  He was able to gain the       

support and respect of various members of the 

hierarchy within the Anglican Church, including 

Randall Davidson, then the Archbishop of     

Canterbury.   The Brotherhood of the Imitation 

was founded in 1908.  Stokes was to formulate a 

basic  outline or Rule for the Brotherhood.  He 

was to leave this  pioneering  ecumenical    

fledgling order, in part because he felt that he 

should marry and establish a family.  He married 

a woman of Indian/Chinese background and 

raised a large family in the region near         

Kashmir.   

 

Samuel Stokes went on to develop a friendship 

with Mohandas Ghandi (being the only        

American in the Congress independence   

movement , even spending time in prison for 

this work.)  He came to know leaders in India 

such as Rabindranath Tagore and Jawaharlal 

Nehru.  To this day, his influence is still felt in 

the region in which he settled as he was able to 

enhance the economic life of the poor region 

through the introduction and cultivation of      

apples; becoming known as the Johnny           

Appleseed of the Himalayas.   

 

Throughout his life, with its twists and turns, 

Samuel Evans Stokes, Jr. never wandered from 

the Franciscan Spirit at it matured into a vibrant 

form of faith and practice. 

Samuel Evans Stokes...continued 
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Attention!  Attention! OEF Professed, Novices, Postulants &            

Associates ~ It’s Chapter Registration Time!                                                   
Come one, come all, come be with us fully in St Louie! 

A Chapter for All! 

Chapter/Convocation 2015~ Thursday, July 16th through Sunday July 19th 

( Arrivals welcomed from Wednesday until Thursday at 1pm –don’t miss a minute of our time together!) 

Where:   The Pallottine Renewal Center 

                 15270 Old Halls Ferry Rd., Florissant, MO 63034 

                 http://pallottinerenewal.org/ 

Donation/Cost:  Chapter costs approximately $300.00 per person—please pay what you can and if pos-

sible pay a little more to offset the cost of those who can pay little.  

To register electronically: Go to https://ooef.wildapricot.org/events  (the extra ‘o’ is not a typo—copied 

directly from the web page) 

To register by mail:   please send your snail mail form to:  Sr Lorraine DiDio, OEF                            

         120 Oxford 200                             

        West Palm Beach, FL 33417 

To register by phone: call Lorraine at 1-516-375-8721 

Have questions?  Contact Lorraine at:  justLorraineoef@gmail.com 

Having difficulties with the registration form or the OEF Scriptorium contact John Michael at:      

pastorjim78@gmail.com 

Please make your donation promptly via paypal (if you send us money as a ‘friend’ there is no cost to OEF) 

If you prefer snail mail please send your check or money order (US currency only please): 

                                                Make checks payable to OEF 

                                                c/o Sr. Petra Strand, OEF 

                                                895 Perry Lane 

                                                Teaneck, NJ 07666 

Questions regarding your financial donations should be directed to Petra at:                                   

OEFTreasurer.Resgistrar@gmail.com  

We do not yet have a Transportation Co-Coordinator so please consider volunteering to serve the   Order and Chapter 

in this way.   If you are interested please contact us to get the details!  

Chapter is a time for us to gather and reconnect, to pray together, to play together, to laugh and cry, and share our 

lives for too short of a time together.  Chapter is not only where we conduct business but where, when, and how we 

build up our little community.  It is where we make deeper connections and gain momentum in our   desire to build up 

the Body of Christ and rebuild the church as Franciscans are called to do.   Don’t let another moment, or another year 

pass you by.  Registration is open now through May 15th. 

From May 16th-June 1st registration will be available at full cost for inquirers and others who would like to attend—

first come, first served as rooms are available.         

Peace and All Good:  Chapter 2015 Registration Team: Petra, John Michael & Lorraine 



 

 

Associates ~ It’s Chapter Registration Time!                                                   
Order of Ecumenical Franciscans- Chapter 2015 Event Registration: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dietary Restrictions Circle All That Apply 

Dairy Free 

Gluten-free 

Nut allergy 

Peanut allergy 

Vegan 

Vegetarian 

None 

 

 Dietary Concerns 

Please add any details about your food restrictions. 

 

 

1 

First name   

Last name   

e-Mail   

Phone   

Alternate Phone   

Address - Street   

Address  - City   

Address - Region   

Address - Postal Code   

Address - Country   

Address  - PO Box   

Room Type  Single Occupancy  Double Occupancy                                      
If you are bringing a guest, be sure to select double occupancy. 



 

 

 *If you have requested an amount that is less than a standard registration, please wait for 

the   Registrar to send you a revised invoice, that matches your requested total, prior to 

making any  payment for your registration.  

 

 Would you like to contribute to help other Brothers/Sisters attend? 

Friendly Friar $10.00 (USD) 

Compassionate Clare $20.00 (USD)                                            Diligent Disciple $100.00 (USD) 

Generous Patron $50.00 (USD)                                                               Awesome Angel $200.00 (USD) 

 

Other Needs 

Are there any special needs or concerns that we ought to know about? Please 

share. 

 

 

Do you plan to arrive Wednesday night? 

Yes 

No 

 

 
 

 How Are You Arriving at Chapter? 

Airplane         Bicycle         Bus         Car           Train 

 

Do you need a ride to the Retreat Center? 
Yes 

No 

Can you help with rides to the Retreat Center? 

Yes 

No 

 

If you are returning this form via e-mail, please send the completed document to:          
justLorraineoef@gmail.com                                                                                                                                               
To register by mail: please send your snail mail form to:                                                                   
Sr. Lorraine DiDio, OEF     120 Oxford 200   West Palm Beach, FL 33417                                                  

To register by phone: call Lorraine at 1-516-375-8721 

 

2 

Please indicate the total 

amount you can afford to 

pay for your Chapter  

Registration* 

(For Postulants, Novices, Professed & Associates) 

What time do you expect to arrive?   



 

 

               

120 Oxford 200   West Palm Beach, FL 33417                                                  
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Words From  the Interim Minister GeneralWords From  the Interim Minister GeneralWords From  the Interim Minister GeneralWords From  the Interim Minister General … And From Our Co… And From Our Co… And From Our Co… And From Our Co----minister minister minister minister ––––ElectElectElectElect    

As a North Dakotan I appreciate 

that we have four very distinct  

seasons in a year. Sometimes we 

have six or eight very distinct   

seasons in a year and that’s an-

other story! 

 

For now, I share that in a very 

short span of time darkness has 

given way to longer days of intense sunlight, the 

haunting sound of snow blowing over empty fields 

is replaced with the call of migrating flocks going 

north and the air biting one’s cheeks has become a 

gentle kiss. In the northern climes spring is     

dramatic, visceral, transforming. Its coming      

affects us, mind and body and spirit. 

 

Our OEF Principle # 4 talks about the practice of 

‘Conversion’, a radical interior change called forth 

by the gospel. “Human frailty calls us to strive for 

this conversion daily.” Nature does ‘conversion’ all 

the time. How do we practice ‘conversion’ in OEF? 

 

One way is being together in religious community 

and supporting each other’s spiritual growth 

through all seasons of our life together. We have 

had many changes of leadership in OEF and now 

we approach a very different style of leadership by 

using a process called Prayerful Discernment of 

God’s will. Practicing ‘conversion’, the radical   

interior change called forth by the gospels,       

prepares us in these changes ahead. 

 

 

We are grateful. We are blessed. 

Peace and Joy, 

Dale Carmen OEF 

Odd thoughts 

Beneath the rumbling of the city, Spring is 
coming.  Seven inches of snow has no impact 
on Spring’s arrival.  It is all happening.  Jesus’ 
walk to Jerusalem to a terrible encounter;  the 
tomb sitting empty awaiting the corpse.  The 
stone sits idle.  

Life seems full of suffering and disrespect – a 
big topic on the street of Brooklyn – people die 
over respect.  Lots of loss and grief.            
Confusion and troubling action by others (and 
when we look back, troubling actions by me).  

What I am hearing:  War in the middle east, 
murder in America, fear the bills will not be 
paid or that my work will fail or that my truth 
will not be heard.  

I am coming to believe that what unites us in 
OEF is not action.  We all took action long    
before we heard of OEF with our families, in 
our worship congregations, in our                 
communities.  And we are not united in our 
worship.  We all worshipped the Most High 
long before meeting OEF in our worship     
congregations, each with its own flavor 

We are united in our contemplation.  What is 
the Most High saying, how is the One leading 
me, leading you, leading us?  Together we put 
our heads on Jesus’ breast and listen.  Often, 
it is this contemplative drive that set us apart 
back home, and where we find companions in 
OEF. 

 We listen to Jesus deeply, with humility, as a 
child not knowing.  We are led and loved and 
blessed by the one who molded us.  Deep    
listening and being led.  We know not where!!  
But wherever is the best for us.  As we move 
with Jesus through these holy 
days from palm Sunday to          
Pentecost many we together and 
with one purpose listen to the 
heart of Jesus.                                    
Hugs and blessings,                                              
Juniper 
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An Invitation AcceptedAn Invitation AcceptedAn Invitation AcceptedAn Invitation Accepted    

By, David Luke Hutton, OEFBy, David Luke Hutton, OEFBy, David Luke Hutton, OEFBy, David Luke Hutton, OEF    

The invitation simply read,  

"Please support our Coptic Rally on Sunday 

03/01/2015 Candle Light Vigil for 21 Egyptians   

Martyred in Libya 3:00 pm.                                               

Nashville Public Library ..." 

 There were many reasons one could have     

convinced themselves Not to attend.  

An Outsider from another part of the Church, as 

we know it.. 

Ignorance.  

Pundits and Silent Pulpits.  

Heavy rain, off and on.. 

Yes, yes, there could have been Reasons,       

perhaps weak, why not to go. 

Yet, the very heart of the Franciscan charism             

encompasses a Huge part of-Embracing-         

regardless of what the World views as different 

or foreign. The parts we know for "Certain" and 

the other parts less clear.. 

It's one of the very reasons God called me to the 

Franciscans.   

    

So I went, and am I ever glad I did, 

for I found the Spirit of Unity and 

Profound Welcome within the 

gathering of my Coptic Orthodox 

Brothers and Sisters. A Community 

who mourn their dead-OUR dead-

but come out on a rainy, sky   dark-

ened & gray afternoon- to light the 

Candle.. Sing the age old hymns 

and raise the flag of hope that the 

world our children inherit, is left 

Better, fuller, Safer than what we 

have given them to work with.  

I was asked to Open with prayer, complete with 

Bullhorn.  

I was not given a script to read or told what to say. 

No one seemed particularly concerned,    outside 

of welcoming me, the Stranger.  

I was, however, humbled to speak a blessing over 

the assembled. To lift the flag of Hope. To see the 

children, sing and pray.. the families holding tight 

to one another. Knowing that it’s their world we 

venture out for.. and their            

children's children. And for the 

21 martyrs, their loved ones, 

family and communities, who 

knew it too. 



 

 

To all those hoping to profess at this year’s 
Chapter: 

Please write a reflection for the new web 
site that tells us:   

1. A significant learning experience during 
formation 

2. An ongoing challenge in your Franciscan 
walk 

3. A longing you feel for OEF (something 
you’d like to see) 

4. A way you are excited to serve the Order  
after profession  

 

 

Also, if you are hoping to become a novice 
at Chapter, I need to hear from you as soon 
as possible. 

The inaugural meeting of the Kiwi            
Regional  Fellowship of the Order of     
Ecumenical Franciscans took place this 
morning (21 Jan 2015) in Wellington, New 
Zealand. Sister Helen Bathurst and       
postulant Reg Weeks met for coffee in the 
Cafe of the National Library of New       
Zealand. We shared something of our life 
journeys, and talked about how each of us 
came to the OEF and how following in the    
footsteps of St Francis informs the way we 
live our lives. We have agreed to continue 
meeting and I am hopeful that Reg will 
make it to convocation someday. 

Helen the Kiwi 

 

 

 

Formation Station 
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Regional News 

Listening to Others’ StoriesListening to Others’ StoriesListening to Others’ StoriesListening to Others’ Stories                                                                                                                                
by, Sr. Allegrezza, OEF 

We all have heard, “Every life has a story,” or, “Don’t judge 
a book by its cover.”  I was considering this in the context 
of conflict in communication.  Each person’s story is     
written in their personal language.  Just as with the         
languages we speak, different words mean different things 
depending on where we grew up.  For example, “si” means 
“yes” in Spanish, “si” means “if” in French; 
and in English, the same sound refers to 
visual ability.  The language of our lives 
holds even more variety.  Our encounter 
with a person may only be a paragraph, a 
page, a chapter of their story.  When  
someone is upset with us, they may be 
feeling frustrated that we are mistranslating 
this piece of their story.                           

We are not understanding them. 

Every life is full of beginnings and endings.  Heroes and     
sorrows.  Adventures and villains.  And a perseverance to 
a (hopefully) satisfying end.  Until we know them well 
enough to understand the nuances of the dialect that fills 
the pages of their story, we may assume they say, “yes” 

when they mean “if.”  It makes a big differ-
ence in outcomes if you must assume   
something when encountering someone’s 
story; assume that their story is as           
meaningful to them as yours is to you.  Then 
make an effort to understand and “see” them 
in the context of their story, not your own. 
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Spiritual Pizza DoughSpiritual Pizza DoughSpiritual Pizza DoughSpiritual Pizza Dough                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

by Kathleen Dlugosz, n/OEFby Kathleen Dlugosz, n/OEFby Kathleen Dlugosz, n/OEFby Kathleen Dlugosz, n/OEF    

When we ordered pizza at home, my parents 

would often tell the embarrassing story of how 

much I really didn’t like pizza when I was little. In 

fact, it wasn’t until I was well into elementary 

school that I would even consider eating the 

sloppy mess of an Italian pie. It was often a Lenten 

staple at many of our friends’ homes, where we 

would go for Friday dinners.  Unfortunately,     

being the odd, awkward kid I was, I would rather 

eat fish, mac ‘n cheese and stewed tomatoes for 

Friday than the cheesy tomato glop on doughy, 

corn meal-bottomed crusted bread.  Eventually, I 

acquired a taste, even an addiction for it at times.  

Now, it seems I miss it terribly, since I cannot 

have it because of various health issues.  

If you’ve never visited a pizza parlor out East, like 

in New York City, the Jersey Shore or             

Philadelphia, then you have to make a road trip! 

In many neighborhood pizza joints or on the 

boardwalks along the coast, one can watch from 

the outside, looking through the front window at 

pizza bakers proudly preparing their family’s  

pizzeria dough.  

Learning from my Italian friends, making pizza (or 

pies, where I come from), like any food, is a form 

of art and oozes with tempting, creative            

possibilities. Before a pie gets from the oven to 

the table, there is a process to prepare the dough 

until it is ready to be used and can with-stand 

even the minimal number of toppings, amount of 

sauce, and cheesy, bubbly goodness. The right 

balance of simple ingredients needs to be      

gathered and blended. No two pizzas are exactly 

the same, despite each pie having the same basic 

elements: Flour, yeast, honey, salt, oil and water. 

Each of these items makes this pliable dough into 

culinary portable fun food.  So, you might ask, 

“what does this have to do with spirituality?” 

Once the dough is mixed, kneaded, covered and 

put aside to rest and rise, the dough is punched 

and poked. Repeat… knead, cover, rest, rise, 

punch, poke. Repeat. The dough is divided and 

wrapped in one pound balls and lined up like 

plump little soldiers on a large pan to store in a 

cool dark place until orders are taken.  

The dough is now strong enough to be used to 

make the pies. The yeast has proofed; the          

ingredients well amalgamated; and the protein, 

gluten, well formed. All these are steps in the 

process before the dough can be tossed and 

stretched from that little one pound ball to make 

the foundation of a mouth-watering, 14 inch pizza 

pie. Faith formation is very similar to the making 

of pizza dough: It is a process of mixing, knead-

ing, covering, resting, rising, punching, poking, 

and stretching.    

Christ and Francis used many metaphors,      

similes, parables and allegories to teach and 

help others visualize a life lesson. Many of the 

examples they used were not ornate samplings. 

Rather, they used familiar subjects relative to the 

times the Gospels were written and to the places 

they lived. The Parable of The Leavening (or 

Yeast); Luke 23:20-21) is such an example.  

In a reflection on this parable Pr. Nadia           

Bolz-Weber makes in her book, “Pastrix: The 

Cranky, Beautiful Faith of A Sinner & Saint,” yeast 

isn’t the yeast we find in those small packets in 

the store. Yeast was a big blob of unclean       

contaminated gunk. It is why leavening wasn’t 

used for Shabbat Bread. For Daily Bread, though 

we see something in this parable that is key:  

Somehow, through careful preparation and     

persistence, prayer and God’s Love, the unclean, 

the sinner, is redeemed, by Jesus, the Living 

Bread, so that we may enter into the kingdom of 

God. That’s what we all go through along the 

Spiritual journey: We, the unclean sinners,  
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through God’s Grace, are made holy despite the 

gunk in our lives. Allowing ourselves, like the 

pizza dough, to be leavened, the goal is reached 

like a perfect pizza pie, it is a good work;      

something new and whole. 

During Lent, in our studies, our formation, time of 

reflections, we process ingredients: Study, 

Prayer, Adoration, Contemplation, Confession, 

Conversion, Thanksgiving, and Supplication.   

Before we are strong enough to go out into the 

world to follow and fulfill the “orders” or path 

God wants us to take, we need to prepare        

ourselves so that we can be used.  If we don’t, all 

the time and energy expended to make the 

“dough” could be in vain. If shortcuts are taken, 

the “dough” won’t stand up to the heaviest of 

sauces and toppings and won’t taste right.  

God “kneads” us to let Him create that binding 

protein of gluten to make a firm foundation in us 

to withstand the messiest, sweetest and cheesiest 

of life’s bubbly toppings. And for many of us, 

when we don’t take that time to allow God to   

prepare us, we may feel we need to start from 

scratch; doubt can creep in and we can feel    

frustrated, lonely and lost. Trusting God that the 

“process” will be well worth it, the wait can seem 

like forever. This may even seem like a blessing 

and curse. But it may be part of the process God 

wants you to complete as an individual identity in 

Christ, to get that perfect pizza crust to be used 

for the next pie to be produced.  

Any good pie maker will tell you that making 

dough also takes LOTS AND LOTS of practice. It’s 

OK to take the time to learn to get the right      

consistency. And even when the crust falls apart, 

tomorrow is a new day to make more crust. You 

can start over and no one expects the first 

batches to come out perfect. That is what Lent is 

all about, too. God gave us the promise of Christ, 

that all will be made new. There is hope in the 

messiest of life’s pies. 

Just as the possibilities of what toppings will land 

on your pie, neat or messy, God gives us endless 

possibilities for what we and others will experi-

ence along the spiritual path. What seems to be 

grotesquely and cruelly stretched to the limit,  

 

Hear Ye, Hear Ye!                 

                                                                               
Submissions for the Post-Chapter 2015 issue of 
“Fiddlesticks” are being accepted immediately. 

Deadline for submissions is July 25, 2015. 

Send submissions to Sister Chris at                                             
capoef@solarus.biz 

or snail-mail to: 

Christine Petersen, OEF                                                 
853 Norwich Ct                                                       

Nekoosa, WI 54457 

Thank you! 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

somehow is transformed into  something        

divinely nutritious and savory, sweet. The      

careful preparation, time and love that go into 

the process is worth the wait.  

 

May God bless you during this Lenten Season 

and always as you “process” and prepare for 

Our Risen Lord. 



 

 

 -prompt us in arrogance to demand             
 and dominate                                                       
 -numb us to the destruction we’ve caused,      
 -hold us hostage to “either-or” thinking      
 and living. 

May we always walk gently upon this earth,                 
 in right relationship                                             
 -nurtured by your Love,                                      
 -taking only what we need,                                              
 -giving back to the earth in gratitude,                             
 -sharing what we have,                                                     
 -honoring all with reverence,                                           
 -reconciling and healing,                                                 
 -mindful of those who will come after,                           
 -recognizing our proper place as part of, not  
  apart from, your creation. 

   Grant us the strength and  
   courage, we pray,                       
   for such radical transformation 
   in your Kin-dom. 

   Then we, too, with the very  
   stones will shout, 

    “HOSANNA.” 

Good and gracious God,                                               
 Source of all life,                                                                         
all creation is charged with your Divine Energy. 

Ignite your spark within us,                                           
 that we may know ourselves   
 as truly human and holy,                                 
 Irrevocably part of the Web of Life. 

All creation                                                                       
 -each star and every flower                                
 -each drop of water and every person,             
-each and every atom, down to its very electrons,      
 explodes with the revelation                              
 of Your Sacred Mystery. 

Our minds alone cannot fathom such splendor.          
Our hearts can only respond in awe, praise and  
gratitude. 

Forgive us, we pray, our ignorance                          
and insecurities which                                                     
 -blind us to your Thumbprint writ large,                        
 -deafen us to the sacred space                     
 between two heartbeats, 
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